CARSTAGES.CO.UK
SAFETY & ASSEMBLY
PLEASE READ ALL 3 PAGES OF THESE SAFETY SHEETS
Please help our delivery driver to unload your CARSTAGES.
To unload turn UPSIDE DOWN. Slide one end to the ground before lowering other end
Finally, stand in centre of each frame and FLIP back upright
Ensure you use supplied WHEELS (often posted) to wheel each frame into position
Ensure you have your FLAPS which require FITTING or BOLTING (see below)

Slide loose tread flap in from INSIDE main frame >
UPSIDE DOWN!

Note how flap treads are UPSIDE DOWN
when compared to main frame

Pull out of rear SLOT
(If you have bolted flaps see page 3)

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING SEE-SAW CARSTAGES.co.uk
Instruction should remain on the seat of the vehicle on the CarStage..... at all times.
PUTTING ON - REQUIRES 2 PERSONS
Max weight 3000kg. Max wheel base 2900mm
1) NEVER load without a guiding assistant - window open - radio OFF!
2) Remember, the front of the car extends 'beyond' the ramp. Allow 1mtr all round.
3) Ensure guiding assistant keeps clear and your on firm & level ground
4) STOP the car when front wheels reach first tread while still on the floor.
5 Get out of car. BOTH re-check. Both AGREE alignment (or move frames)
6) Drive up CONSTANT but also SLOW checking tyres (your assistant BESIDE you
also checks tyres stay on treads). DRIVE TO FRONT STOPS
7) Finally, get out carefully and put down or slide inward the rear treads.
MOVING OFF - REQUIRES MINIMUM 2 PERSONS.
1) Check BOTH rear treads are UP or OUT before moving off. NEVER hold treads.
2) Ensure everybody is clear before moving slowly back until tilt occurs. STOP and
ask assistant to check car clears the ground BEFORE continuing to roll down.
Always check for low low skirts or low exhaust
NOTES:
1) Flaps MUST be securely bolted or securely fitted INSIDE slots BEFORE the ramps
are used. See other pages containing safety for slide in or bolted flaps.
2) The maximum wheel base ensures rear wheels are on flap before front
wheels pass centre line. We recommend a max wheel base of 2900mm. Flaps are
available for longer wheel base.
3) Passenger vehicles and vans only. Never put a loaded vehicle on ramps.
USING WHEELS TO MOVE RAMP AROUND (extra wheels are available)
If wheels have been supplied with your CARSTAGES these are ONLY to help move
them around. NEVER LOAD A CAR WITH WHEELS IN PLACE. Casters fit across
slot or groove on base of frame and tilt.
DO NOT TAKE RISK - CALL 01205 760016 TO ASK ANY QUESTIONS
Great Tips:
Move each frame to line up with the car rather than keep moving car
Store casters in framework - bolted flaps should be kept slightly tight
Never attempt to load or unload alone & assistant to stand clear

IMPORTANT - BOLTED FLAPS
To maintain TIGHT end flaps - the washers must be placed correctly

IT IS DANGEROUS TO STAND BEHIND THE CAR AND HOLD THE FLAPS
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Please note: Even with washers correct, nuts require occasional tightening to ensure
flaps hold upward 'by themselves' when reversing the car.

